Jack Swanson, Cowboy Artist
One of the West’s best painters wants to help benefit the nonprofit Range Conservation Foundation,
which is dedicated to intelligent use of natural resources.

U

sed to be that cowboy artists were just
that: cowboys who drew and painted
what they knew, firsthand.
In the tradition of Charlie Russell and
Will James, Jack Swanson paints what he
experienced during his cow punchin’ days of
decades ago. The accuracy and attention to
detail in portrayal of ranching life is from
memory and observation, not from photographs. But in case he needs a little brushup on equine anatomy, he need only look out
his window into the corral, or bring a horse
into his studio.
Jack’s work is in the permanent collections of many major galleries and museums
and the Cowboy Artists of America Museum
in Kerrville, Texas. One of his original oils
hung in Ronald Reagan’s White House.
Not just anyone can own a Jack Swanson
work of art.
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“Morning at Cow Camp” © J.N. Swanson
“Branding Corral” © J.N. Swanson
Original is in permanent collection of California Rodeo.

JACK’S BOOK, “THE WESTERN ART OF J.N. SWANSON,” WILL BE AVAILABLE THIS FALL.

A limited number of Jack Swanson prints
are now available through an exclusive
arrangement with the Range Conservation
Foundation.
The artist has selected some of his favorite
images from his personal collection. They
have never been offered as prints and are not
available through galleries, publishers or any
source other than the RCF.
As a constituent and supporter of RCF,
you can have your choice of any of these collectible Jack Swanson prints for every $500
tax-deductible donation. Or you can just buy
a print for $250 each.
No more than 125 of each image will be
produced, personally signed and numbered
by the artist. Actual image sizes will vary
slightly to conform to the original and will be
printed on 18”x24” archival paper. Each will
include a Certificate of Authenticity signed by
the artist and publisher. Satisfaction is guaranteed. All proeceeds will benefit the foundation.
Choose from any of these images or collect all four. Allow four weeks for delivery.

“Watering the Remuda” © J.N. Swanson
Original owned by great cowboy actor Sam Elliott.

“Time to Think” © J.N. Swanson

HOW TO ORDER:
Send check or VISA/MC information to:
Range Conservation Foundation
P.O. Box 1595
Carson City, NV 89702
775-884-2206
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